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Abstract. This study aims to explore the possibility of maintaining
intuitive behavior patterns and the most natural relationship coming
from physical touch between “human” and “object” as interaction
behaviors in interaction designs. Such an interaction will convey
affection while providing brand new applications and innovative
experiences offered by digital technology. “Interactive behavior is
natural, but the experience of affection is novel” is the core idea of
the interaction design in this study. The study aims to use a familiar
artifact in daily life as the main carrier and embed technology in them
and activate them, enabling them with sensitive sensing ability. With
such an ability, the interaction between “human” and “objects” is thus
sensed in a pattern of touch, which itself is affective and interactive.
Interactions at the proper time can be provided as feedback, allowing
users to experience emotional interaction. Through the analysis of
the author’s six interaction design projects and experiments over 10
years, the design process and framework for emotional tactile interaction
design in using a familiar artifact is proposed.
Keywords. Tactile; Interaction design; Intuitive behavior; Familiar
artifact.

1. Background and Objective
In addition to verbal communication, humans communicate using nonverbal
methods , such as facial expressions, gestures, and touch. Among these methods,
“touch” is a significant way of conveying affection, thus playing an essential
role in improving mental and physical health (Field, 2010; Morrison, et.al,
2010; App, et.al, 2011). In daily life, physical contact and touch behavior
occur frequently both between “human” and “human” and between “human”
and “object.” According to research, affective touch can regulate physiological
reactions, build up relationships, and alleviate disruptive behavior (Van Erp et.al,
2013, 2015; Burleson, 2007). Hector et al. also suggest in their human-computer
interaction study that affective touch can function as a regulator with a positive
effect, not only between “human” and “human” but also between “human” and
“robot,” which is mediated through digital computation (Guthier, 2016). Due
to recent progress in technology, human-computer interaction interface design is
shifting from a graphical user interface (GUI) to a more natural and human-centric
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natural user interface (NUI). NUI focuses more on natural human behaviors, such
as touch, body gesture recognition, and language recognition.
The research literature reveals that the focus of interaction design is shifting
toward a more intuitive NUI design, and how to turn the behavior patterns obtained
from observing user behavior into a more adaptive interaction interface is this
study’s major focus. Some studies have explored how to understand user behavior
through “observation,” with user-centered design in mind and have successfully
applied it during the design process. They use “observation” as the primary design
method in the course of design and propose its value (Kang, 2013). The study by
Kang and Suto proposed a theoretical model of ADT design, indicating the close
relationship among designers, users, and artifacts. Such a relationship shows that
the designer’s observation of user behavior must be based on his/her behavior
pattern and the physical laws applicable to the artifact he/she contacts. Thus
user experience emphasizes his/her behavior of “human” and “object” or physical
properties and the inseparable, interactive behavior relationship between the two.
As a result, technologies such as Ubiquitous Computing, Mobile Computing,
Sensors and Actuators, Internet of Things, Ambient Intelligence (Aml), and
Affective Computing have been adopted to meet the more natural and
human-centric needs of interactive design. There are many interactive behaviors
and patterns in human events. However, despite these proven technologies, the
interaction interface or devices for the current interaction designs are still presented
in a way that depends largely on existing input interfaces offered by the digital
interactive products, including touch screens, keyboard and mouse, joysticks, and
button control devices. Interactive behaviors are still based on the operation
behavior patterns provided by such digital devices, which raises the learning
threshold for operation. Therefore, this study aims to explore the possibility of
maintaining intuitive behavior patterns and the most natural relationship coming
from physical touch between “human” and “object” as interaction behaviors in
interaction designs. Such an interaction will convey affection while providing
novel applications and innovative experience offered by digital technology.
“Interactive behavior is natural, but the experience of affection is novel” is the
core idea of the interaction design in this study. The study aims to use a familiar
artifact in daily life as the main carrier and embed technology in it and activate
it, enabling it with sensitive sensing ability. With such an ability, the interaction
between “human” and “objects” is thus sensed in a pattern of touch, which itself
is affective and interactive. Interactions at the proper time can be provided as
feedback, allowing users to experience emotional interaction. Through analysis of
the author’s six interaction design projects and design experiments spanning ten
years, the design process and framework for emotional tactile interaction design
in using a familiar artifact is proposed.
2. Research Method and Analysis
Based on the study objective, user behavior is explored through observation,
whereas creativity is applied in designing the solution. With the research method
called AEIOU, which is often used in user experience studies, the author validated
and analyzed six interaction design projects (Lim, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019)
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conducted during the period from 2010 to 2020. The six interaction design
projects in this study are divided into two categories: interaction design for
intergenerational care and interactive space design. The pain points, design
solutions, and introductions to the technologies employed for each project are
shown in Tables 1 & 2.
Table 1. Interaction design for intergenerational care.
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Table 2. Interactive space design.
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2.1. “PROBLEM FINDING” METHOD AND PROCESS IN EARLY PHASE OF
THE DESIGN

The AEIOU method emphasizes observations in five dimensions: activity,
environment, interaction, object, and user. These observations will serve as
analysis factors used to understand user-relevant humans, activities, and objects
in each design project. Table 3 shows the AEIOU factor analysis performed by
observing pain points in the design project. From the empirical analyses of these
design projects, this study concludes the pain points in the early phase of the design
or “problem finding” method and process. Based on the emotional orientation, the
author observed the pain points in the life event and then found the familiar pattern
of interaction from human, activities, and object observed. Finally the author
sorted out the familiar life object that creates a relationship with the human in these
interactions. The major process is shown in Figure 1. The familiar artifacts sorted
out from activities will serve as the main interactive carrier that will subsequently
enter into a design solution.
Table 3. AEIOU factor analysis of each design project .
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Figure 1. The “problem finding” method and process in the early phase of the design.

2.2. “PROBLEM SOLVING” METHOD AND PROCESS IN THE DESIGN
PROCESS

The findings and phenomenon based on the observations from AEIOU in the
previous phase will be applied effectively in the design process as operating
elements for the creative concept. The relationship between Users and Objects,
i.e., Interaction, concluded from the “Problem Finding” stage in the early phase
of design will continue to serve as a familiar interaction pattern for the design
concept. The identified object, especially the familiar artifact in life, then serves
as the author’s major design carrier or interaction interface in each design project.
These familiar artifacts will be redefined for their roles in the design process. Their
roles will change from the original status of passive usage to activated objects with
active perceiving ability by using ubiquitous computing or the method of how the
sensing technology is hidden.
Figure 2 (a, b, c, d, e, f) shows how to make a familiar object the interaction
carrier in each interaction design project and how to maintain the object’s familiar
interactive behavior and pattern designated by the design concept. Because
this phase includes the implementation and modification process from abstract
concept to the material object, it is, therefore, one with the major steps and
processes in which the manufacturing technology and application are validated
in the transformation from concept to tactile object. Most of the design projects
in this study are for prototype design and development in the design process.
However, “Pillow Fight” has undergone many cycles of V-validation (application
validation) and has entered commercialization; it has also been mass-produced in
small volumes successfully and finally sold to institutions for seniors. Based on
the design process and step analyses for solving all project issues, this study has
concluded a framework of method and process for “problem solving” in the design
process, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The process making a familiar object the interaction carrier in each interaction design
project.

Figure 3. The “problem solving” method and process in the design process.
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2.3. “PROBLEM SOLVING” METHOD AND PROCESS IN THE DESIGN RESULT

As a follow-up from the design method and process analysis for the eight design
projects conducted by the author over a decade, this section will explore the
interaction solving and its interaction characteristics sought for the familiar artifact
in each project’s design result, as shown in Table 4. There are five analysis factors:
Familiar Artifact, Activated, Method, Intuitive behavior and new experience.
Table 4. Interaction solving and its interaction characteristics sought for familiar artifacts.
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3. RESEARCH RESULTS
Based on the analysis shown in Table 4, this study completes a design process that
starts from the observation AEIOU method and focuses on intuitive interaction
behavior design by activating familiar objects in daily life to become input sensor
devices. Through analysis of the six design projects completed by the author
during the last decade, certain characteristics and methods can be identified as
follows (Figure 4):
1. “Hidden technology ” appears in interactive behavior and persists in
maintaining original intuitive behavior patterns.
2. Three methods of how “Perceiving Object” activates original object into
one with perceiving functions:
• M1: Use raw material and make a component into one with a sensing function
• M2: Combine original object with interactive controls
• M3: Redesign show rack by combining interactive controls

The comparison of these three methods is shown in Table 5:
Table 5. The comparison of three methods of activated original object to become the sensors.

3. The feedback mechanism is based on visual and auditory senses. Feedback
mechanism and actuation object for the intergenerational caring design process:
APP provided to the younger generation, dynamic (original object changing from
passive dynamic to active variation). The feedback mechanism of the interactive
space design project is based on visual and auditory senses.

Figure 4. “Solution” Emotional tactile interaction design process.
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